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Sustainability is SustainabITALY
Italy is the leading European manufacturer of machines for tanning and footwear 
and leather goods production with a yearly turnover of 572 million euros (+30% 
vs 2020). With 235 companies operating and almost 4.000 employees, the 
sector is one of the most stable of the Italian economy that was not affected by 
the economic downturn caused by the pandemic.

In recent years, the industry has made great investments in innovation and 
technology not only to create better products, but also reduce the environmental 
impact of the tanning process.

Due to the absence of recognised international standards for qualifying 
the manufacturing process, Assomac (the National Association of Italian 
Manufacturers of Footwear, Leather Goods and Tanning Technologies) decided 
to start the “Supplier of Sustainable Technologies” project in 2017, together with 
the international certification body RINA, to develop and promote key thematic 
of fashion-leather-footwear industry.

The soul of this project is the Green Label, a voluntary declaration of the 
Italian supplier of technology in the field of leather-footwear, which certifies 
performances with a calculation based on parameters recognised internationally, 
such as CFP (Carbon Footprint) measured based on standards by LCA (Life 
Cycle Assessment).

Following the Green Label model, Assomac is now working on a new project 
dedicated to the index of recyclability of machinery which will assess how 
much a machine can be recovered at the end of its life and therefore how many 
components can have a second life and be reused.

To support the efforts of the sector to provide “green” technological solutions 
and to implement productions processes with a lower environmental impact, the 
Italian Trade Agency is presenting the Italian exhibitors at APLF 2023 with the 
motto: Sustainability is SustainabITALY.

Source: Assomac
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Italian Trade Agency - ITA

www.ice.itITAtradeagency

Italian Trade Agency

ITA - Italian Trade Agency

itatradeagency

ITA - Italian Trade Agency is the 
Governmental agency that supports the 
business development of our companies 
abroad and promotes the attraction of 
foreign investment in Italy. With a motivated 
and modern organization and a widespread 
network of overseas offices, ITA provides 
information, assistance, consulting, 
promotion and training to Italian small 
and medium-sized businesses. Using the 
most modern multi-channel promotion and 
communication tools, it acts to assert the 
excellence of Made in Italy in the world.

FIND YOUR ITALIAN PARTNER

ITA - Italian Trade Agency supports the 
business development of Italian companies 
abroad, increases business opportunities, 
improves the image of ‘Made in Italy’, 
promotes industrial collaboration and 
foreign investment in Italy. Find your 
Italian partner is a business directory 
with virtual showcases of Made in Italy 
companies. We offer you an overview of 
Italian businesses, including company 
profiles, products images and details, 
website, business proposals and contact 
information. Foreign companies or agent 
interested in Italian products or looking 
for partnership with Italian companies, 
can access the database with the profiles, 
searchable by sector or product, and find a 
business partner. 

Register here: ice.it/en/my-home/login

www.ice.it

Italian Trade Agency @ITAtradeagency

ITA - Italian Trade Agency @itatradeagency

L’ICE-Agenzia per la promozione 
all’estero e l’internazionalizzazi-
one delle imprese italiane è 
l’organismo attraverso cui il 
Governo favorisce il consolida-
mento e lo sviluppo economi-
co-commerciale delle nostre 
imprese sui mercati esteri. 
Agisce, inoltre, quale soggetto 
incaricato di promuovere l’attrazi-
one degli investimenti esteri in 
Italia. Con una organizzazione 
dinamica motivata e moderna e 
una diffusa rete di uffici all’est-
ero, l’ICE svolge attività di infor-
mazione, assistenza, consulenza, 
promozione e formazione alle 
piccole e medie imprese italiane. 
Grazie all’utilizzo dei più moderni 
strumenti di promozione e di 
comunicazione multicanale, 
agisce per affermare le eccellen-
ze del Made in Italy nel mondo.

ITA - Italian Trade Agency is the 
Governmental agency that 
supports the business develop-
ment of our companies abroad 
and promotes the attraction of 
foreign investment in Italy.

With a motivated and modern 
organization and a widespread 
network of overseas offices, ITA 
provides information, assistance, 
consulting, promotion and 
training to Italian small and 
medium-sized businesses. Using 
the most modern multi-channel 
promotion and communication 
tools, it acts to assert the excel-
lence of Made in Italy in the 
world.
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ASSOMAC

ASSOMAC

Via Matteotti, 4/A
27029, Vigevano (PV)
ITALY
Tel.: +39 0381 78883
office@assomac.it
www.assomac.it 

Assomac aggregates and represents Italian manufacturers of machineries 
and technologies for fashion, automotive, shoes, leather goods and upholstery 
manufacturing industries. 

The main mission of Assomac is the elaboration of the sector policies in order to 
unify and give value to all the aspects which make “Made with Italian Technology” 
a guarantee of high qualitative standards. Italian competence means product 
EXCELLENCY, processes EXPERTISE and INNOVATION capabilities.

Assomac plays a key role for promoting safety, welfare and sustainability 
of production environment model and the relative sustainability protocols 
represented by the Green Label, the unique voluntary certification audited by 
a third party and able to point out the efficiency of technology for associate 
companies.

Simac Tanning Tech is the international exhibition yearly organised by Assomac 
with the aim to show the real working machines and the most qualified 
technologies solution for the footwear, leather goods and tanning industries. 
Next edition will be held from 19 to 21 September 2023 in Milan.

ASSOMAC
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Leading company in the mechanical industry construction machinery for tannery, 
born as a company that reconditioned used machines for tannery of all types and 
models, is now among the strongest in the construction of new machinery such as 
Shaving, Splitting and reblading machines and not only. 

New products: SHAVING MATRIX – SPLITTING PREDATOR (the only one of this type 
in the industry) – SPLITTING SUPREMA – REBLADING UNIVERSAL 
Supply of spare parts for all types of machinery and reblading service in all Europe 
and not only. 

ALPE
Stand No. S1-L19-IT

Alpe Group
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Ivan Peloso | Paolo Matelli | Andrea Peloso
Seconda Strada, 57
36071, Arzignano (VI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0444 45 1999
info@alpegroup.com
www.alpegroup.com



AMA GUSBERTI
Stand No. S1-J29-IT

Ama.gusberti srl is manufacturing  machines to produce different articles as per 
soles, shoes, technical components for automotive, in polyurethane single and 
double density. We are selling worldwide  offering state of the art plants, spare parts, 
technical assistance. 

We have been  in the market for many decades and have among our customers the 
most prestigious companies. We can annoverate machines spread out from Europe 
to north and south America, from  Africa to the middle - and far east.

Stefano Greco
Srada Fogliano Superiore, 40
27029, Vigevano (PV)
ITALY

Tel: +39 339 300 6077
gusberti@gusberti.it
www.gusberti.com 

www.gusberti.it

PiU 611-S

PiU VR 40

MAH_66_30

www.gusberti.it

PiU 611-S

PiU VR 40

MAH_66_30 PiU 611-S

PiU VR 40

MAH_66_30

AMA Gusberti srl 
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A.S. GREEN TECHNOLOGY
Stand No. S1-J23-IT

The AS GREEN TECHNOLOGY brand was created to continue the work started by 
Antonello Sani, who for over thirty years has dedicated himself to studying innovative 
solutions aimed at improving and managing automation and drying processes for 
tanning industry and other industries. The company is specialized in the production 
of overhead conveyors, automatic loaders and drying systems.

Filippo Sani
Largo della Fragola Rossa, 12
56029, Santa Croce sull’Arno (PI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0571 467253
info@asgreentechnology.it
www.asgreentechnology.it 
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BARNINI
Stand No. S1-J20-IT

Our production focuses on automatic systems for leather finishing including 
rotary,parallel,reciprocating spray booths with ecological-spray system,drying 
tunnels heated by gas,steam,infrared,thermic fluid,manual spray booths and ovens 
for lab, machinery for paper release,hydraulic and rotary press for ironing and 
embossing,buffing machines,dedusting machines,polishing machines.
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Alessio Maffei | Loreno Freschi
Via della Tecnologia, 1
56022, Castelfranco di Sotto (PI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0571487001
alessio@barnini.it / freschi@mostardini.it 
www.barnini.it / www.mostardini.it 



We are BAUCE TRI. MA. company based in Italy, we are manufacturers of tannery 
machinery since 1970. 

Bauce Company are focused on planning and realisation of wet blue sammying 
machines and through feed sammying and setting out machines. 
Since 2018 we purchased the hystorical RM brand  so now we also produce traditional 
setting out, fleshing and shaving machines.
Bauce companies always place as priority the quality target of the leather, giving 
value both on wet blue/wet white leather as on dyed leather. 

Bauce’s success is guaranteed also thanks to the constant research of high quality 
material, creating a worldwide network of partners who rely on a strong work team 
based close to Arzignano, the heart of Italian tannery industry.
Bauce 100% Made in Italy brand is synonymus of the harmony between Tradition and 
Innovation.

BAUCE
Stand No. S1-J25-IT

Bauce Tri. Ma
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Sabrina Bauce
Via del Lavoro, 27
36070, Trissino (VI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 3357266980
commerciale@bauce.com
www.bauce.com 



bergi_spa

BergiSpa

BERGI
Stand No. S1-J26-IT

Leather Industry: manufacturer and exporter of tannery machines and accessories 
for the leather finishing sector such as: Through‐Feed Buffing and Dedusting lines, 
Ironing and Embossing machines, Polishing machines, Roller Coating machines and 
Stackers as well as customized Leather Automation Systems. 
Devices and accessories for the application of the transfer and foil
papers. 

Textile Industry: manufacturers of Through‐feed machines for the Buffing and 
Dedusting of fabrics, Roller coating machines, Ironing and embossing machines for 
textile articles as well as Calendering machines for felt‐manufacturing companies. 

PU/PVC Industry: manufacturers and exporters of special Grinding, Ironing and 
Embossing machines and accessories for the automobile industry.

Bergi spa

BERGISPA
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Doriano Paglia
Via Montorso, 4/A
36071, Arzignano (VI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0444 473 473
info@bergi.com
www.bergi.com 



Testing equipment for laboratory, accessories, tools, spare parts for tannery 
machines.

CAIMI
Stand No. S1-J21-IT
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Mariangela Pidoli
Via Villoresi, 64G
20029, Turbigo (MI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0331 899323
caimi@caimi.net
www.caimi.net 



CHIMICA ITALIANA
Stand No. S1-H30-IT & S1-H28-IT

CHIMICA ITALIANA INTERNATIONAL is an established Italian company operating 
all over the world, specialized in production and selling of a full range of chemicals 
products for the leather industry, from beamhouse to finishing.

Since its foundation, CHIMICA ITALIANA INTERNATIONAL’s mission is customer 
satisfaction, obtainable through the development of innovative products with the 
focus always on eco friendly and sustainability. To satisfy that, we work constantly 
for developing products with the lowest impact for the environment. 
Moreover, CHIMICA ITALIANA is already a LWG member and its main products are 
registered on the ZDHC gateway.

CHIMICA ITALIANA INTERNATIONAL is a fashion-oriented company, our R&D 
department is always in touch with fashion trends and paying attention to enclose in 
all our new development what is the stylists suggestion. 
Quality, environment care, creativity, fashion-oriented and continuous research, 
together with a well trained and highly qualified technical team are what we consider 
our strength.

Nicolò Piampiani
Via dei Campi Alti, 16
56022, Castelfranco di Sotto (PI)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 0571/471111
info@chimicaitalianainternational.com
www.chimicaitalianainternational.com Chimica Italiana srl
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CORICHEM
Stand No. S1-L21-IT

Fabio Braggion
Via Lago di Garda, 16
36040, Sarego (VI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0444 671670
info@corichem.it
www.corichem.it 

CORICHEM Srl, a dynamic, innovative and environment friendly company based 
in Sarego (Vicenza), operates in the production and trade of chemicals products 
and dyes for companies in the leather sector. The company has three equipped 
laboratories aimed at the improvement of quality in the processing of leathers.
The Research and Development Laboratory thinks, researches and develops new 
products from renewable sources, these products are easily biodegradable but 
characterized with a high technological content and a reduced environmental impact.
The Wet-End Laboratory is well-equipped with many drums and technologically 
advanced instrumentation, it guarantees and provides a constant customer support 
service for customers. It develops recyclable leathers with high technological value 
and production processes aimed to constantly reduce the environmental impact.
In the Finishing Laboratory, specialized technicians daily research and develop new 
finishing technologies and make technical assistance to customers, agents and 
dealers.
The production, equipped with very modern and latest generation production plants, 
is completely automated and integrated with 4.0 technology and it is controlled by 
highly specialized and constantly trained personnel.
Corichem has a long-standing internal policy designed to offer to the customers 
products of the highest quality, in line with its innate ecological awareness and 
special attention to occupational safety and health. In 2002 the company obtained 
the Quality Management System Certification ISO 9001:2015, later the Environment 
Management System Certification UNI EN ISO 14001:2015 and Safety Management 
System Certification UNI ISO 45001:2018.

CORICHEM
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Believing, growing and investing in the “leather” sector, over the years Danese has 
completed the acquisition of companies such as “Calati” and has created new brands 
such as “eZipCut” and “Carm the buffing paper”, all branded product lines. precisely, 
studied, cut and made to measure for leather and leather tanning.

Flanked by other companies that had the same philosophy and vision as Aircom and 
Martinez, the Danese has created the Tannery.Equipment Team, able to ensure the 
final customer the supplies he needs for production with an unparalleled quality / 
price ratio and support necessary to develop and modify historical products to face 
the challenges posed every day by the reference sector in peace.

Having control of production is sometimes essential for the tanner, in order to 
personalize his article and thus become competitive on the market. 

DANESE
Stand No. S1-K23-IT

Maurizio Danese
Via Gen. A. Diaz, 33B
36071, Arzignano, (VI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 04441836024
danesesrl@gmail.com
www.tannery.equipment danesesrl
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DERMACOLOR
Stand No. S1-J17-IT

Established on 1981 in Santa Croce sull’Arno (Pisa) to supply chemical products 
to the local tanning market, DERMACOLOR almost immediately evolved from an 
essentially commercial company to a producer one, by launching several specialties 
with its own trade mark, mainly in the waterproof products field.

Care and professionality of DERMACOLOR’ technicians in assisting their customers 
enabled a continuous growth of the company, up to becoming one of the most named 
realities in the Santa Croce tanning market.
It is with the same spirit that since the year 2000 the company is facing foreign 
markets having as its qualifying element skill and service.
Thanks to the preparation and experience of its technicians, the Research and 
Development laboratory, considered as the heart of the company, can control both 
raw materials and finished products at their arrival and especially departure. 
They also give qualified support to technicians working in experimental tanning and 
finishing laboratories in order to set up products for new articles.
Moreover, due to its rich equipment of scientific devices and its continuous up to 
date, the R & D laboratory can give analytical consultations about chemicals and 
leathers, making customers sure that their articles meet the existing standards.

We would like you to visit our website www.dermacolor.it to see some photos of our 
laboratory and production area.

Valentina Palagini
Via del Frassino, 5
56022, Castelfranco di Sotto (PI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0571471313
info@dermacolor.it
www.dermacolor.it
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EL.PA. Service is a company born in 1997 worldwide leader in production of tannery 
machines focused for the finishing sector. 

The production of EL.PA. include upgrades for existing spray lines designed for 
improving the production reducing the pollution and the chemical wastage.

Andrea Pegoraro | Guido Frizzarin
Via dei Laghi, 16/18
36077, Altavilla Vicentina (VI)
ITALY

Tel: +39  0444 371306
info@elpaservice.com 
www.elpaservice.com

ELPA
Stand No. S1-J24-IT
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ERRETRE
Stand No. S1-J30-IT

Erretre was founded in 1974 as a technical studio, with the aim of realising new 
ideas and expanding knowledge (chemical, mechanical and technical) for leather 
processing in one of the largest tanning districts in the world, as well as the most 
historical in Italy, Arzignano.

From the very first years, Erretre concentrated its attention on the final stage of the 
tanning process: the finishing or ennobling of the leather. Thus began the design 
and construction of milling drums, spraying booths and drying tunnels, which were 
constantly renewed and updated in accordance with the research carried out and 
experience gained. It thus builds products with high quality standards: efficient 
machinery, innovative in its essence, reliable over time and easy to maintain.

Since 1974: “In every project we undertake we strive to pass on our experience, our 
expertise and above all our passion. We dare to always offer the best”.

Giulio Galiotto
Via Ferraretta, 1
36071, Arzignano (VI)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 0444 478312
info@erretre.com / giulio@erretre.com 
www.erretre.com / www.carlessi.it 

fratelli_carlessi
erretre_spa

Fratelli Carlessi
Erretre Tannery Innovations

Fratelli Carlessi | Tannery machines
Erretre | Tannery Innovations and machines
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ESCOMAR
Stand No. S1-L25-IT

Founded in 1973, Escomar Italia srl is famous in all the world for its production of 
machines for tannery and today produces a large range of machines such as:

• through a feed sammying machine for wet blue, in different versions like the 
type PCR3 with 3 pressing cylinders, PCR5 with 5 pressing cylinders, PCR7 with 
7 pressing cylinders, and THE NEW MODEL PCR8 with 8 pressing cylinders.  
All machines can be produced full hydraulic or electro-hydraulic.

• through feed sammying and setting out machine type “MVC” for dyed leather.
• vacuum dryer with overlapped tables and the revolutionary dry vacuum system 

“EVO-DRY” which gives high vacuum performances at low temperatures without 
using a vacuum pump

• automatic reblading machine with grinding and balancing
  
In addition to the brand new machines, Escomar Italia srl can supply second hand 
machines reconditioned internally in its own workshop.

escomaritalia

Martina Dal Lago
Via Prima Strada, snc
36071, Arzignano (VI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0444 451313
martina@escomar.it
www.escomar.it 

www.escomar.com

Sottovuoto a piani “ES”
Vacuum dryer “ES”
Secadero de vacío “ES”
Secador a vácuo “ES”

ES
Italian Performance Machines

Escomar – Machines For Tannery
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Antonello Marchino
Via Quinta Strada, 37
36071, Arzignano (VI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0445 962577
sales@evolution-tech.it
www.evolution-tech.it

EVOLUTION TECH
Stand No. S1-K26-IT

Evolution Tech srl is a company specialised in the production of continuous 
Embossing / ironing presses for the tanning industry, with particular innovative 
solutions.

Rotary presses by Evolution Tech uses the “Thermotech” revolutionary patented 
preheating system of the anti-crease conveyor. This is able to preheat approximately 
one metre of the hide on both sides at the desired temperature up to 110 degrees 
centigrade before it comes into contact with the cylinder. 

Thus, working at lower and more prolonged temperatures, while simultaneously 
safeguarding the production speed, the Evopress rotary press enables a more velvety 
touch in the ironing phase and embossing the finished hides more deeply, and without 
cuts. Up to 7 machine models with different specifications and customisable are 
currently produced to suit all sectors: furniture, footwear, fashion, and automotive.

evolutiontechsrl
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FELTRE
Stand No. S1-K25-IT

Since 1973 FELTRE EMMEZETA TANMAC, based near the tanning district of 
Arzignano, has been operating in the hides and leathers automation field with a wide 
range of products designed throughout the years to respond to the growing needs of 
this sector.

We offer a complete range of standard and special stackers, drums loading and 
unloading conveyor lines, sorting lines, transfer systems for many tannery processes 
and different solutions for the handling and handling of hides, as well as a full range 
of machines for raw hides and special machines.

New technology: Leather Tattoo, laser marking for the tanning industry.

feltremmezetanmac  Feltre srl

Marco Pretto
Via Gorizia, 13/A
36050, Montorso Vicentino (VI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0444 624471
m.pretto@feltre.com
www.feltre.com 
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GBL OFFICINA MECCANICA
Stand No. S1-K22-IT

We produce a full range of machines for vegetable tannery such as fleshing, shaving, 
setting out machines.
We also produce machines for small skins and exotic leathers as glazing, shaving 
and fleshing machines.

gbltannerymachines72

Alberto Campinoti
Via Martin Luther King, 5
56024, Ponte a Egola (PI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 057149656
info@gblitaly.it
www.gblitaly.it 
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GEMATA
Stand No. S1-H26-IT

Mauro Pellizzari
Via Postale Vecchia, 77 
36070, Trissino (VI)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 0445 492711
info@gemata.com
www.gemata.com 

Gemata is the worldwide leader in the manufacture of leather finishing machines. We 
produce machines for the automation in the tannery: roller machines, release paper 
systems, conveyor belts, sorting machines and stackers to pile the leather at the end 
of the finishing processes.

“Less waste, more nature” is the vision that has inspired us since our foundation in 
1979 and it is part of our business approach.

We design machines to maximize performance efficiency and minimize negative 
environmental impacts. All the products are projected in the company by a R&D 
office, formed by a technical staff who perceive the customers’ needs and translate 
them, quickly and efficiently, into a satisfying product which is constantly checked 
and monitored.

gemataspaGemata SpA
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GER
Stand No. S1-J28-IT

GER ELETTRONICA is a company located in one of the most important tanning areas 
of the world, Arzignano, Vicenza, Italy.
We began our activity in 1975, designing and constructing measuring instruments 
and equipment for the spaying process. At the same time GER also developed a range 
of electronic devices aimed at the producers of machines for almost any sector of 
small and medium automation.
We also help our customers make their production processes more efficient and 
sustainable by using data analysis generated by intelligent hardware and software 
systems, which measure and control each kind of leather.
Our products are present in almost 100 countries worldwide.

Our main products:
• I.DATA – Quality business intelligence in the tanning process
• BE.TRACE – Traceability in the tanning process
• BE.SPRAY – Total control of the spraying process
• SELEVISION –Thickness control of several processing phases
• Electronic Area Measuring Instruments
• Universal Sorting Machines for wet blue
• Automatic Bundling/Rolling up lines

Maurizio Molon
Via dell’Artigianato, 26
36075, Montecchio Maggiore (VI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0444 709555
ger@gerelettronica.com
www.gerelettronica.com GER Elettronica Srl

gerelettronica
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For over 40 years, our company has been producing machines for perforating, 
engraving and micro perforating various types of materials such as leather/synthetics 
for the automotive, leather goods and furniture sectors. 
Our machines are equipped with moulds that make manufacturing work such as: 
• perforation and micro perforation 
• hot foil transfer and perforation at the same time 
• engraving 
• embossing 
• cutting 
• snake effect 

GFP SRL produces perforating machines with a working surface of 500/750/1000 
and 1500 mm or on request also customized measures, and plating machines with 
different working surfaces. 
All models can be supplied with PLC or other accessories according to customer 
needs. 
GFP SRL supplies spare parts for moulds and assistance for their machines and 
accessories all over the world. 
GFP SRL offers machinery that has the predominant characteristic of being 
contemporary and ductile in the execution of the work that the customer has to do. 

GFP
Stand No. S1-J18-IT

Sergio Guerrazzi
Via San Piero, 114
56031, Bientina (PI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0587 489916 
info@gfpsrl.net
www.gfpsrl.net
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GOZZINI
Stand No. S1-K24-IT

Gozzini is a company that plans, produces and sells a wide range of machinery 
covering quite all the tannery working phases. 
The proximity with tanners, the direct contact with tannery´s issues and the constant 
attention to technological innovation have permitted a constant improvement in the 
range of all produced machinery.

Presently the company is equipped with new technological tools which have 
permitted a further improvement in the quality level, a reduction in the production 
costs and major willingness towards the requests of more and more informed and 
demanding customers.

Francesco Turini
Via Arginale Ovest, 33
56024, San Miniato (PI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0571 366751
info@gozzini1906turinigroup.it
www.gozzini1906.com gozzini1906
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GUSBI
Stand No. S1-K28-IT

Irene Bianchi | Alberto Buffonini
Via Alessandria, 35
27029, Vigevano (PV)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0381 20545
gusbiitv@gusbi.com
www.gusbi.com 

Gusbi, established in 1946, is a leader manufacturer of linear and rotational automatic 
machines suitable for the moulding of p.u.shoe soles, by casting or injection 
processes, unit soles as well as by direct onto upper (unit soles, working, safety and 
military shoes, all p.u. boots), single or double densities, single or double colours. 

Gusbi produces machines of different models, productivity and costs so every 
customer can find the suitable solutions to its needs. 

Gusbi has a modern workshop, a lab-room for p.u.materials and moulds, a well-
stocked warehouse for spare parts, a highly skilled group of engineers for the 
commissiong and after-sale service.
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HUENI
Stand No. S1-K30-IT

Hüni is leader in wooden drums; pph drums; automation systems for tannery; turn key 
supply for complete tanneries including wet end and finishing; waste water systems, 
milling drums, complete tannery enigneering, consulting on best practice in modern 
tanneries.

Antonio Billeri | Peter Mastelic
Via Cascina Lari, snc
56028, San Miniato (PI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 057143222
abi@hueni.com / pm@hueni.com  
www.hueni.com 
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I.C.A.I. was established in 1954, and has been able through the years to move forward 
preserving its historical points of strength. I.C.A.I S.p.A. has maintained a focus on 
innovation and has been ready to capture evolving market opportunities.

I.C.A.I.’s history is characterized by continuous product development: formulations 
of fatliquors and emulsifiers for the leather industry and additives for metalworking 
fluids; a range of products based on syntans and retanning resins; a dedicated 
manufacturing plant for the oxo sulphitation of oils and reactors designed for the 
synthesis of retanning products.

Massimo Galiberti
Viale A. Cruto, 27
10090, Bruino (TO)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 0119048260
amministrativo@icai.it
www.icai.it

ICAI
Stand No. S1-L23-IT
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Italprogetti - Tannery Division

ITALPROGETTI
Stand No. S1-H24-IT & S1-H22-IT

Italprogetti S.p.a., established for 45 years, with customers all over the world, is one 
of the leading italian manufacturers of machinery and plants for the leather industry.

The production range is composed by the following lines of equipment:
• POLYPROPYLENE DRUMS, testing drums, water and chemical dosing systems, 

TANNERY
• PROCESS AUTOMATION, overhead chain conveyors and drying plants, dry milling 

drums, special equipment for sole leather tanneries
• EFFLUENT TREATMENT PLANTS, CHROME RECOVERY PLANTS, air treatment 

plants.

Italprogetti SpA

italprogetti_spa

Riccardo Fabiani
Lungarno Pacinotti, 59a
56020, San Romano (PI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0571 450477
info@italprogetti.it
www.italprogetti.it
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KLF TECNOKIMICA
Stand No. S1-K29-IT & S1-K27-IT

KLF Tecnokimica was established in 1998 when a group of qualified technicians 
gathered being animated by the desire of creating a business which could combine 
different skills and ten-year working experiences in the field of tanning chemistry 
and the chemistry of formulation for the tanning sector aiming at the creation of 
top quality leather and sole leather by combining creativity and technical qualities, 
always following the trends of fashion and Italian style.

After increasing turnover and the number of customers, KLF is now getting ready for 
future challenges by means of avant-garde laboratories, equipped with any necessary 
tool able to create technical articles and supplied with modern spaces used to make 
samples destined to meet the requirements of any customer. 

The customers are assured a top quality service as well as products with a high 
technological performance. 
The main laboratories are: quality control lab, sampling and technical tests lab, 
physical tests lab.

Marco Frediani
Via Walter Tobagi, 25/27
56022, Castelfranco di sotto (PI)
ITALY

Tel.: +39 0571 471090
info@klftecnokimica.it
www.klftecnokimica.it klf_tecnokimica

KLF Tecnokimica

KLF TECNOKIMICA S.R.L.
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LAMEBO
Stand No. S1-H18-IT

“Need a band knife, but can’t find one? Let us custom-make it for you.
Lamebo company is one of the leading producers of band knives/splitting band 
knives/bandsaw blades worldwide.

Dynamic, versatile, competitive: these are our company’s keywords and a tangible 
sign of the presence and reliability of Lamebo on a global level.
Proud of  more than 50 years of experience, Lamebo produces splitting band knives 
for every kind of splitting machine for leather, rubber and many other sectors and 
also band knives based on your requirements for special, nonstandard applications.

Lamebo trademark is synonymous with constant quality (thanks to quality steels, 
perfect welding, straightness, perfect cut and constant high quality) 

Come and visit us!”

LAMEBO srl

Gabriella Marchioni Bocca
Viale Kennedy, 50D
10040, Leinì (TO)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0119910383
lamebo@lamebo.it
www.lamebo.it Gabriella Bocca

Lamebo2
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Mec Man is recognized today at national and international level as an important 
industrial reality.

Through passion for our work, every customer becomes a partner seeking solutions 
that we shape and make real. 

The continuous relationship of cooperation with tanning companies allowed to 
mature a multi-year experience, bringing Mec Man to the production of MecGiant 
vacuum dryer with tables long up to 9 meters, IceVcuum Vacuum system, GreenMec 
Toggle machine, MecTitan Staking machine and home made spare parts offering its 
customers a high quality product, using cutting edge raw materials and technologically 
advanced equipment.

One of the objectives that will continue to be pursued is the ability to offer the customer 
a purchase that is at ease, proactive and appropriate to the times. Providing product 
quality, technical expertise and first-class after-sales service are essential elements. 
All this is accompanied by prices that must always be competitive.

Mec Man Dubai 2023.indd   1 20/02/23   13:47

MEC MAN
Stand No. S1-J19-IT

Mec Man Vacuum Dryers mecman_vacuum_dryer

Marco Agostini | Paola del Santo
Via Martiri della Libertà,17
36030, Lugo di Vicenza (VI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0445587607
paola@mecman.net
www.mecman.net

mecmanvacuumdryersMEC MAN Srl
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mosconis spa mosconispa

MOSCONI
Stand No. S1-J22-IT

Mosconi is a company located in Verona , founded in 1946 and manufacturing 
tanning machines . specialized in fleshing ,splitting and shaving machines available 
in different working widths.

Since then a constant stream of new solutions have charactersed our history, making 
the most significant stages of evolution in the sector.

Each time we perfected our projects for best suitable response to the continuous 
needs of the market, thus consolidating our leadership.

Gonella Giovanni
Viale del Commercio, 7
37135, Verona (VR)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0458200490
mosconi@mosconispa.it
www.mosconispa.it
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PROKIMICAL
Stand No. S1-H20-IT

PROKIMICAL INTERNATIONAL is a modern and dynamic company, organized to 
accommodate the different needs of its customers and satisfy the requests that the 
big fashion brands address to the tanning sector.

We conduct our work respecting the environment, preserving the value of 
craftsmanship but always with an eye to research and technological innovation.

Our range of chemical products is complete and can satisfy all needs from beamhouse 
to finishing, for the production of gloves, clothing, leather goods, uppers, footwear, 
furniture and automotive items.

Giovanni Longo
Viale delle Comunicazioni, 14
56022, Castelfranco di Sotto (PI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 338 6309755
g.longo@prokimical.com
www.prokimical.com
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REPICO
Stand No. S1-J27-IT

Since 1948 Repico produce the full range of chemicals for the leather industry:

• Dyestuffs for leather and fur 
• Beamhouse products
• Wet-End range of chemicals (resins, syntans, fat-liquor, etc.)
• Finishing chemicals

NEW CHEMICALS RANGE :
LOW CONTENTS OF BISPHENOLS
BIO BASED PRODUCTS

Repico Spa

Luigi Iuliani
Via Aquileia, 41/B
20092, Cinisello Balsamo (MI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 02 6180 2601
repico@repico.it
www.repico.it

repico_spa
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S.C. COSTRUZIONI MECCANICHE
Stand No. S1-K18-IT

S.C. Costruzioni Meccaniche srl projects, builds and installs auxiliary systems
and equipment for several industrial sector and is specialised in the leather
tanning industry. In particular, we are concerned with environmental protection: 
screening, filtering and other kind of waste water treatment.

Roberto Calattini
Via 8 Marzo, 10
50053, Empoli (FI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0571 931588
info@sctech.it / commerciale@sctech.it 
www.sctech.it 
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 SIT-MATTEI FELTS | RIZZI-FLAMAR
Stand No. S1-K17-IT

SIT - Mattei Felts, operating in the tanning industry, designs, manufactures and 
distributes felts of various types and sizes able to be in line with tanning technical 
industry development and satisfy all their requirements.

Rizzi-Flamar Srl is an industrial reality, leading in the manufacturing of tannery 
machines. Both RIZZI and FLAMAR products are characterized by the high quality 
and technology in the following fields:

• TANNING: traditional Fleshing machines, back-to-back and through-feed 
systems; 
Lime and wet – blue Splitting machines; 
Combined sammying and setting out machines, wet blue sammying machines.

• FINISHING: Wet blue and /or Dry Shaving machines; 
Buffing and dedusting machines; 
Embossing presses - 850/1000/1500 Tons.

Since 2007 Rizzi has acquired Flamar trademark, in order to complete its range 
of fixed-beam shaving machines by adding also the typical Flamar moving-beam 
shaving machines.

Antonio Nappi | William Pellicciari
Via San Paolo, 3
03030, Castelliri (FR)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0776 803820 / +39 0571 386137
commerciale@sitfelts.it / ricambi@rizzi.it 
www.sit-matteifelts.it / www.rizzi.it NAPPI GROUP
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S.N. ITALIA
Stand No. S1-K20-IT

SN ITALIA is a company that, since 2013, gets involved with ambition, responsibility 
and great passion, to offer customers the best solutions, according to their specific 
needs. 

We are involved in the research, development, application and sale of chemicals for 
tanneries from beamhouse to finish, but we do much more than that: we want to 
create trust, growing with you to make a difference in the market.

SN Italia

Igor Panicco
Via Seconda Strada, Z.I. 149
36071, Arzignano (VI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0444 1456730
info@snitalia.it / igor.panicco@snitalia.it 
www.snitalia.it
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Spraytech was founded 30 years ago by finishing technicians who wanted to change 
the spraying process: the unnecessary waste of time, product, energy, resources, the 
unpredictable results - all of these were issues that traditional manufacturers had to 
face; but we wanted to change and improve things.
Spraytech offers a variety of products dedicated to the tanning industry for industrial 
leather painting, ranging from booths, to accessories, to special Patented systems, 
to software designed to monitor all stages of production and transmit data to a 
dedicated server. In addition, Spraytech is a provider of original replacements and 
spare parts by the best brands in the leather painting industry. 

Since its inception our company has been dedicated to researching and developing 
new products. To get the most out of each production system, Spraytech employs 
the latest-generation technologies and development methods, always guaranteeing 
professionalism, quality and discretion.
Our products can be installed on any type of spray booth, and of any brand; we call 
this operation “Spraytech UPGRADING” because we allow the customer to upgrade 
existing spray booths without having to replace them, but being able to update the 
various accessories achieving excellent results, improving the quality of spraying 
and decreasing unnecessary consumption of chemical product (up to 40 %), thus 
ensuring significant savings in terms of money using our systems.

SPRAYTECH
Stand No. S1-K19-IT

Cristiano Dalla Valle
Via Torri di Confine, SS 11, 34
36053, Gambellara (VI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0444 821288
sales@spraytech.it
www.spraytech.it
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Manufacturer of tannery machines, especially conditioning and drying systems and 
finishing machines for leathers.

THEMA
Stand No. S1-L17-IT

Marco Fogli
Via J.F. Kennedy, 35. Z.I. Fontanelle
56020, Montopoli in Val D’Arno (PI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0571 489495- 468342
thema@themasystem.it
www.themasystem.it

L E A D E R  I N  T E C H N O L O G Y
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WEGA SRL is specialist in hide measuring machines and presents QUASAR, BELT and 
NOVA models with high technology.  An automatic stamping device simultaneously 
stamps dimensions in sq.ft or sq.dm, or a measure and a code, as well as the brand 
and grade.  

The reflection bar REFLEX for measuring wet blue, applicable also on stackers, are 
extremely precise and reliable in very samp places. The model NOVA machine with 
MULTISTAMP system permits to stamp the manufacturer brand by a diffuse grid on 
all the hide surfaces.  WEGA also has revolutionized WEGAWIN, an exclusive system 
for leather measuring used in various models of its production.

WEGA
Stand No. S1-K21-IT

Nicola Ocello
Via Livenza, 8
36071, Arzignano (VI)
ITALY

Tel: +39 0444 452662
sales@wegaitalia.com
www.wegaitalia.com
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